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(b) How Geographical Surroundings Influence Eight Great Occupa-
tions. In supplying their material needs the people of different parts of
the earth generally follow the occupations in which their geographic sur-
roundings and their degree of progress give them the greatest chance of
success. The Pygmies of the dense forests of Central Africa are wandering
hunters because that is the most desirable occupation for people who have
not found out how to make any other profitable use of their environment.
The climate is so rnoist and the forest so dense that they cannot practice
agriculture; the larger races of Negroes keep the Pygmies away from the
rivers and other bodies of water where fish are abundant; cattle will not
thrive; it is useless to cut lumber, for there is no market for it; there are no
valuable ores, or else they are so covered with soil that no one has found
them, and hence there is no mining. More advanced occupations such as
manufacturing and commerce are beyond the capacity of people who live
in such surroundings and in such a stage of culture.
Similarly on the Labrador coast, fishing is the main occupation, and
even that is sometimes "precarious. In considerable parts of Sonora in
northern Mexico the climate is too dry for agriculture, but cattle can live
on the short grass, which remains green for a month or two and furnishes
pasturage for many months after it turns brown. Hence the people are
cattle herders.
In more favored regions such as Denmark the levdness, clijnatej and
absence of other resources cause" a^ciSIFure to be tie great occupation.
In liniiHif fa^Toli'"tSeT"gfeat "forests are almost the only jresource' of tKe
mountains of northern* Swe3cn7"so"3iat"tlie inhabitants are lumbermen,
just as in Spitzbergen (SvaTbarcTj the low temperature and the presence of
rich ores make mining practically the only occupation. England, like
Spitzbergen, possesses valuable minerals in the shape of beds of coaf'anS"
iron, and these not only foster mining, but also help manufacturing to take
the lead. In Holland, on^t^e^ptherjbaiid, the location of the country on
tKe sRores of trie North Sea and at the mouth of the Rhine, between Ger-
many and England, makes it natural that commerce and transportation
should be leading occupations?^^		'"
^ In the more advanced parts of the world several occupations are always
carried on close together. ""On'e" "simple"Erfi3"oF6ccupation may have~pre-
vailed at first," but others are introduced until there may be hundreds.
Four centuries ago all the people of Pennsylvania, for example, were
Indians who lived mainly by hunting and fishing. Some of the early
colonists lived in the same way. Pennsylvania is a fine place for hunting
and fishing, but today these occupations support very few people. The
reason is that such occupations use only a few of the state's resources and
possibilities. Most of the early colonists began cutting lumber, not only to

